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2013-12-07
Beloved and holy and only Child of the heavenly Father, Child of Light, Child of
Love, divine, forever going forward. That is who you are. Take it deeply within the
consciousness and contemplate what that means.
I am the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph, Jesus you have called me, and it is in
great joy that I come to abide with you this evening in your timing as you have chosen
once again to call me forth.
Great joy every time we meet this way, every time you call me forth within your
heart and within your mind. Great joy, because truly that is your divine birthright: to be
happy, to be the joy of the Mother/Father/God/All That Is, and to live life easily; not the
way that the world will say that you have to be, to be in great consternation as to
challenges and where should I go and what time do I have to be there and how am I
going to get there, all of the questions of the world, but to be easy and at peace with
yourself.
For truly there is no one and no thing that can impede the ongoing Light and love
of the holy Child, which is you. So allow yourself to be easy on yourself. Separated ego
likes to give judgment as to everything you do, everything you think, everything you feel.
Separated ego is very fast to run onstage with judgment. You have made separated ego
your companion throughout many lifetimes, and it has served you well, but you do not
have to listen to it. You can hear it and let it go and come back to the place of peace, the
divine peace within, any time you so choose.
Now, I know that the world does not say that to you, because the world has its
schedules. The world says you have to be somewhere at such and such a time, and you
set limits for yourself and schedules for yourself as to where you will be and how you
will be. Yet whenever you arrive anywhere you are going, that is the divine time that you
are to be there.
So you do not have to worry yourself about, “Oh, I’m running late.” You have a story
about that with the Mad Hatter and Alice in Wonderland, and the world is a wonderland—
crazy, yes, but most creative. So allow yourself to be easy with yourself.
Allow this season, which can be quite challenging...“I have to do....” You have a list of
things that in former years you had to do at this season, and your list grows every year.
It seems like there’s always something more to do or that you want to do.
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Be easy with yourself, and remember the prime reason for the season. Remember
it is to allow the Christ child to be birthed in your awareness, in your own understanding
of who and what you are. That is truly the reason that you set up holy days for yourself.
It is so you can stop and ask, “What is truly underlying all of the activity that I
supposedly should do? What is the reason? What am I remembering?”
You will allow yourself in that peace that we have just spoken of to relax.
Everything that needs to be done will be done. Everything that doesn’t need to be done
doesn’t have to be done. For truly, all of the friends know that you care about them. If
you do not get that card off to them, even by what you call the next month or two, it is
okay. They will still like you. In fact, sometimes it works in your favor, because they say,
“Well, if she can allow herself or he can allow himself to be a bit late with the card,
maybe I’m doing okay too.” If you are not “perfect”, sometimes it allows others to have
more ease about themselves.
It’s a funny thing the way the world judges. Be easy with yourself. Love. No
matter what gift you choose for someone, it will be the right and perfect gift because it
comes with your love. So do not worry about, “What should I choose? Will they like it? Is
it enough?” Know that truly whatever you choose to give is enough as you give it in love.
So do not rush around having to do all the things that this season often suggests
and your store and your retail outlets want you to do. They want the worldly goods, and
they want you to want them, but you do not have to. You can give the simplest of gifts,
because you give it in love.
Every one of your friends who receives your love will treasure it even more than
the holiday scarf that you might have bought for them and you might have spent hours
debating, “Should I buy the brown one? Should I buy the red one? Should I buy the
white one? How about the one that has stripes—red, white, and blue.”
You spend much energy trying to choose what would be the perfect gift, and yet
the perfect gift is always within you, the love that you have to give, the friendship that
you give to ones. So allow this month, this season to be an easy gift to yourself. Be easy
with yourself, and know that truly you are enough as the gift that you are.
Your friendship, your acknowledgment of their friendship with you is enough. If
there is something tangible that you want to give to them, allow that to be an easy
choice. Do not make this a season of, “Huh, I’m so glad that’s over with.” Have you ever
felt that way? No, of course not; yes. It is the way of the world.
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But I say unto you that this season is a season truly of love, of remembering why
you have decided to have a holy day in this time. It is not just to celebrate the birth of
one Yeshua. I don’t mind if you celebrate my birthday. That’s fine. I like to celebrate
birthdays. However, it is for you to remember that you are in process of birthing the
Christ child within yourself, within your own understanding and awareness.
It is not just one Yeshua who was born two thousand some years ago. My
goodness, I’m getting old (Laughter), yet the Child of me is very much alive and well and
loves to play, loves to smile, loves to give the hugs, to celebrate in true love and giving
the awareness and the awakening of the Christ child of you.
So every day of this season when you awaken in the middle of the night, in the
morning, remember who you are, and then remember why you have come to this
incarnation. “Why am I here?” Good question. That often comes up. You are here to be the
Light and the love that you are from before time began. You are here to celebrate the
ease of this time.
As I have said, not the harried mess, not the schedules, not the challenge of
getting everywhere and doing everything and making the perfect meal for everyone, but
it is to gather together if you want to, to celebrate the friendship of being together.
So you do not even have to wait until what is called the day of Christ mass in
order to get together and to celebrate. You can do it a week ahead, a week later. My
goodness, if you want to, you can even wait until next month. Some of your religious
orders have the different holy days to celebrate. So it does not have to be just on the
one day. Please make it longer than just one day. Make it for all year and every year
after that.
You are already moving into a very loving space. You have already come through
worldly challenges where you have sorted out what is truly important, where you have
sorted out, “What do I really want to do in this lifetime? What is really my calling? What
is really my joy?” And then to focus on, “What gift am I to the world and to my friends?”
Because you are a gift. It is not so much that you have to go out and buy something that
will go into the beautiful box that is wrapped and tied up with a bow, but you are the
gift itself.
No matter what you purchase for someone else, no matter how crazy you feel the
season could be and has been some other times, you are the gift that you are giving to
the friends. You are the gift that says to someone, “I really like you. You are fun to be
with. I want to be friends with you. I want to play with you. I want to ride with you. I
want to celebrate the haircut. I want to celebrate everything about life, to be with you as
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friend and to be with you wherever you need a friend. I want you to understand how
much I love you.”
That is truly what you are saying to another person, no matter if you give them
the striped tie or if you give them the pop-up box that is for the children sometimes a
great gift even if it scares the bejesus out of them, and it has done that sometimes when
you were a child. So you see, it is not the gift that you give, the tangible gift, but it is
the awareness of who they are as you recognize them as the Christ child and you
celebrate their birth as they are coming awake to who and what they are.
You say unto them in words, but more in friendship and gesture, “I really
appreciate you. I know you. I know the Christ of you. I know the gift that you are to the
world.”
Down through the ages there has been much ritual about my incarnation, about my
birth and how it was heralded by all of the angels. Now, in truth, your birth has been
heralded by all of the angels as well—your incarnation, yes, because you have guardian
angels, you have the helpers, the guides, the teachers who have sent you on your way as
you chose to have incarnation.
You are awakening as the Christ of yourSelf, and that also is heralded by the
angels who are your cheerleaders who say, “Hurray, he’s finally getting it. Hurray, she’s
beginning to come alive and recognize who she is and that she is perfect already, that
she does not have to improve upon the personality, the body, all of the things that the
world will say are important.”
The awakening to the peace, to the ease of the season allows the birthing of the
Christ to be acknowledged within you, and you go as a new person. Some of your friends
have the saying that they use, “A new person in Christ, being reborn,” and that truly is
what you are doing in this season as you allow the world to be set aside and go through
the world easily without fuss and feathers, just going through the world as the love and
the ease that the Christ is.
For truly, this is not your first incarnation. Here on holy Mother Earth you have
had many incarnations. You have played different parts that have brought you to this
place in your understanding of how creative you are and how varied experiences can be,
how you can play a certain scripting in one lifetime and then come back and play the
opposite part in the play so that you know all sides to every issue, because you have
wanted to know totality of being.
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So some lifetimes you have been the one who lived alone in the cave. Other
lifetimes you have been the one who said, “No, I want to be surrounded by many friends,”
so you have played everything from one side of the spectrum to the other.
But holy Mother Earth is not the only place where you have had incarnation. You
are beginning to feel a resonance with off-planet beings, otherwise known as ET”s, your
brothers and sisters who come to visit you and are being more and more accepted into
the collective consciousness; not totally where it is easily accepted, but some of your
friends, ones you have had incarnations with in other lifetimes, are beholding the light
and the technology of what I will call off-planet beings.
They truly come to visit you because you have played with them before in what
you will acknowledge as other incarnations. You have been more times the off-planet, offof-holy-Mother- Earth being than you have been the being on holy Mother Earth. You are
very, very ancient beings. I know, sometimes the body feels that way, but that is not
what I meant. You are very, very ancient, as you measure time, energy.
We have hinted at this other times, that you are energy, divine energy from before
you created the concept of time. When you were expressing as an off-planet being—offof-this-planet being—you did not measure time the way you measure it now. In truth, in
previous incarnations on holy Mother Earth you measured time differently. You were not
so tied to the technology. I see many of your friends talking about something in the
future, maybe some months yet to come, and they will look at the technology as if it
would tell them what is going to happen in the future.
You have reckoned time differently, according to the seasons, as you were of the
agrarian lifestyle. You measured the months as you understood the seasons and the
waxing and waning of the moon. You are into a season now where you expect here in the
northern hemisphere that you are going to have certain conditions that vary from what
you experienced six months ago.
So you are measuring time and you are marking off the seasons. You mark off the
days, and you sometimes have the piece of paper where you quite literally mark off the
days on your calendar. Your calendar, by the way, has undergone changes according to the
“authorities” who said that, “This isn’t quite working out right, so we need to make some
changes here,” and every once in a while, or a long while sometimes, your calendar
changes.
Your timing changes, but you move with it. It’s truly not a biggie. It doesn’t throw
you off too much. You even play in this day and time with what you call daylight saving
time, where you jump ahead by another hour and throw everything off for a week or so
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until you adjust. Then just when you get adjusted to the new timing, the authorities say
that it is time to fall back and you change back again.
So you say to the body, “Gotta change. Gotta get up earlier,” or so it seems; or have
to go to bed sooner, or so it seems. After a week or so, the body will gradually, hopefully,
change. Sometimes it takes a while for the body to adjust.
Before you reckoned time the way you have in recorded history on holy Mother
Earth, you measured time between happenings, different happenings, and before that, you
measured time in greater spans of time. When I have said unto you that I lived six
hundred years and more, those years were not quite the same measurement that you
have now of years; close, but not quite the same. It was still a long time, because I
enjoyed travelling, meeting all of you, seeing the interchange that we could have of love
and the questions and the answers that would come up in discussion.
Time is a concept, and it changes as you change. But before recorded history, was
there time? Yes. Before there was any what-you-would-call energy of life on holy Mother
Earth, was there time? Yes, there was still a passage of evolution that I will acknowledge
as time. Before there was time and evolution on holy Mother Earth, what was before
that? Well, now, what can you imagine that it would be?
Have you always been? Yes, you have always been, even before time. So before holy
Mother Earth, which by the way we brought into being as the Light being that she is, we
helped with the coalescence of Light and form which you now call holy Mother Earth.
Before that, where were you? You were what ones would call now an off-planet being; in
other words, you were from some of the other star systems.
So the brothers and sisters who are coming to visit now are ones whom you have
played with, whom you have worked with, whom you have created with. For truly, the
holy Child, the Christ, is always creating. Take that deeply within the consciousness.
So if it was not on holy Mother Earth, where would it have been? Many, many
different places; ones that are extant now and ones of the star systems that have lived
out their energy and have gone into what your scientists call the black hole of rebirth.
You have known life in other solar systems. That is why some of you have a resonance to
the Pleiades or to Sirius or Arcturus, and you have said, “I am from....” Yes, the Cherokees
knew this. They could look to the heavens and see where they had been.
The Pleiades, everywhere, all of the stars that you would study, and this is what
you did many lifetimes as you had the sheep, as you wandered holy Mother Earth, as you
would study the heavens and wonder, “What is the order?” because there is order in the
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rotation of the stars. There was a knowing with ones who did want to tune in that you
have lived incarnations, lifetimes— whatever word you want to use—off this planet.
So there is a feeling of familiarity. Ones will say, “I know that I lived a lifetime as
an Arcturian. I know that I lived in the Pleiades. I know that I am from Sirius originally,”
and yet originally you were pure divine energy without form. But as we have said many
times, you wanted to know, “What can I bring into form?”
And so you brought into form many constellations, many solar systems of the suns,
the different stars that you see even now. So when you look up into your heavens—and
this evening is a good night, a clear night to see the stars—allow yourself a moment or so
to connect with the ones that are quite bright out there. And then as the eyes become
accustomed to the starlight, you will see even fainter ones that are farther away and you
can say, “Yes, I have lived upon those stars, in those star systems. I have melded my
energy to make those stars.”
I want you to catch hold of the excitement of the expansion of being. Yes, in this
season you will be birthing an awareness that has been in process for a good while, but I
want you to catch the excitement of not only birthing the Christ awareness in this day
and time, but being aware of how far back and how far forward you can go; just how
vast you are as the Christ energy.
You are here with a form, energy coalesced into a form, sitting here listening to
sounds that you interpret as words and meaning. All of you are hearing these words
slightly differently according to how you have interpreted the sounds in this lifetime and
also in other lifetimes, because there may be a remembrance of other lifetimes. That is
why sometimes there will be a formulation of sounds that will be a word that you say, “I
don’t quite understand the meaning of that word,” and yet you are familiar with it.
You have many languages upon holy Mother Earth at this time. You have had
through the lifetime of holy Mother Earth many languages, where sounds meant different
things. Sound as words is a relatively new development in your evolution, because for
many of the “lifetimes” that you have lived off-planet, off of this planet, you
communicated telepathically. You did not have to use sound and you did not have to go
through the learning that the small ones now have to in learning what a sound means
and then to replicate that sound as the parents will say, “No, that’s not quite the way you
say that world,” and they will say it over and over until the small one learns how to say
it “properly”.
Yet most of your incarnations—and I use that word loosely—have been without the
necessity of words and sound. The communication has been by telepathy, mind to mind, an
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idea that would be sent telepathically. You can do that—in fact, you do do that in this day
and time, where you will have an idea and you’re going to say something, and the person
that you are with says it: “I was just thinking that.” Of course.
There is no barrier between the energy of you and you and you and you and all of
you. There is no barrier. Mind to mind is truly the first and foremost communication. So
you will be coming back in what you call evolution to the place where you have the
understanding of mind to mind communication, where you don’t have to go through a
lengthy period of one hour’s lecture/message in sound in order to get an idea.
I can stand here and think an idea way back in time before you knew sound and
words, and you will get it. And it’s much more energy-saving than having to go through
the process of finding... even the word “process”. Your brothers and sisters to the north of
here say “process”—long “o”. You in this geographical area say “process”—short “o”. Same
word, spelled the same, means the same. One place is process, one place is process—long
and short “o”.
Many of your words are like that. Even within your country, if you travel some
miles to another area, there can be what you call an accent, and you say, “I don’t quite
understand your accent.” Or you can go to another country and they may speak a dialect
that they call English, and you say, “Well, I don’t quite understand what you’re saying. My
English, I suppose, is more American and it’s the same word, but you’re saying it
differently; different sound.”
That is where your story of the Tower of Babel comes in, where everyone is
babbling away with sound and sometimes fury, and ones truly get the message not by
the sound that is given forth, but truly mind to mind working through the different
accents or the different words and different tones.
So when you are visiting another country perhaps with a different set of sounds
for language, and if you don’t understand what they are saying by the sounds, take the
deep breath, get still, use the gestures, and the communication will be there. It will be
there, you think, by the clues of the gestures—and that does help—but it is still more
mind to mind, because that has been the mode of communication way before you slowed
it down and started grunting sounds and pointing to things and then sort of changing and
modeling and forming the sounds until you come to what is the accepted understanding of
the sound.
But that changes, as you have seen. You have seen the different evolution of
sounds and speech, where it is really hot to be a certain way—I’m not talking about the
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heat. They’re talking about being really cool; being hot and cool at the same time, and
you sort it out as to what is meant; very interesting.
You have had lineage of being where you defined yourself as a certain stream of
energy that was not on this planet, holy Mother Earth. You would define it now as being
off-planet experience, and you can take it far back to divine creation of understanding
energy, of understanding divinity, back to the one Mind where it was not split off,
seemingly, into individuals and individual experience. You can take it back to the place
where you know Oneness and you know what another collection of energy is thinking,
visualizing, planning to do with the next step in whatever that energy is going forward to
do.
So you see how limited words can be. You have understood that when you have
gone to a foreign country, foreign being a country that you don’t remember having a
lifetime there, but you have had lifetimes in all of the geo-political groupings on holy
Mother Earth and on other planets as well. You have lived lifetimes on planets that no
longer exist, even within this solar system.
There is a planet (Maldek) that you had experience with, very technological
experience, very much mind experience as opposed to heart experience, where there was
quite an advancement in science, as you call it. Ones wanted to create, wanted to see
what could be, to the point where there was a great explosion on the planet and it was
blown apart into what you now know as the asteroid belt. There is a deep sadness within
some of you who felt and knew what was going to be happening to your home planet, as
it was then, and you felt that you wanted to halt the “research” that was going on,
because you could see what was going to happen, as you can see now some of the
possibilities of challenges that the different geo-political groupings are giving to each
other.
Know you that off-planet beings have stepped in several times to make an
emphasis upon looking a different way rather than following a certain pathway that
would have caused holy Mother Earth to go the way of Maldek? There have been offplanet beings—you, actually, in the soul group— who remembered Maldek as a planet, not
as an asteroid belt, and when there has been a certain point in the evolution of holy
Mother Earth and the “scientific research” and the technical mind as opposed to heart
experience, your off-planet brothers and sisters have stepped in and made suggestions—
not completely halted, because that is not within their power, but they have made
suggestions that perhaps it would be wise to choose another course of action. Otherwise,
holy Mother Earth would also be an asteroid belt.
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But it has not gone that way, and it is not going to go that way, because there are
enough of you who remember that when you use the mind without tempering it with the
heart, you can change things perhaps in a way that you don’t want. You can look farther
down the road and see, because you’ve already been there.
So beloved ones, in this season of celebrating, first of all, my birth—which truly
was not in this season; it was in the summertime—allow the Christ child of you to come
forth from the heart. Allow yourself to love yourself enough to be easy on yourself. Do
not rush about, for in what you see to be another year or fifty years, who is going to
remember whether you gave the red scarf or the blue scarf?
Allow yourself to evaluate what is important, and what is important is the ease of
love, loving self at this time, because if you do not love self, how are you going to give
love to another one? How are you going to understand what love feels like if you don’t
love yourself?
Love yourself in this season. Step into my sandals. How would it be? What would
Yeshua do? You have that saying, “What would Jesus do?” Step into my sandals, and what
would I do? Would I worry about choosing the red scarf or the blue scarf? No, I’d buy
both of them. Why have to make hard choices?
Make it easy on yourself. Allow the Christ child to come out and play. Do silly little
things if they make you feel happy, if they make you feel out of the usual stream of
have to’s. Your have to’s—I have to be there at such a time, I have to fulfill all of these
ideas, I have to, I have to, I have to— after a while, those have to’s are much too heavy.
Throw them off for my sake and for yours.
Be easy on yourself. Allow the Christ child to be born easily. The labor does not
have to be hard and heavy. It can be an easy birth. Allow the birthing of the Christ child
to come easily, peacefully, joyfully, and celebrate yourSelf—capital “S”. So be it.
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